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Abstract

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) design incorporated
a positron accumulator ring (PAR) as part of the injec-
tor chain. In order to increase reliability and accommo-
date other uses of the injector, APS will run with elec-
trons, eliminating the need for the PAR provided another
method of eliminating rf bucket ‘>ollut.ion” in the APS is
found. Satellite bunches captured from an up to 30-ns-long
beam from the Iinac need to be removed in the injector
synchrotrons and storage ring. The bunch cleaning method
considered here relies on driving a striptine kicker with an
amplitude modulated (AM) carrier signal where the carrier
is at a revolution harmonic sideband corresponding to the
vertical tune. The envelope waveform is phased so that all
bunches except a single target bunch (eventually to be in-
jected into the storage ring) me resonated vertically into a
scraper. The kicker is designed with a large enough shunt
impedance to remove satellite bunches ftom the injection
energy of 0.4 GeV up to 1 GeV. Satellite bunch removal in
the storage ring relies on the single bunch current tune shift
resulting from the machine impedance. Small bunches re-
maining after initiaI preparation in the synchrotronsmaybe
removed by driving the beam vertically into a scraper using
a stripline”kicker operating at a sideband corresponding to
the vertical tune for small current bunches. In this paper
both design specifications and bunch purity measurements
are reported for both the injector synchrotrons and storage
ring.

1 INJECTOR SYNCHROTRONS BUNCH
CLEANING

The APS storage ring is designed to be filled one bunch
per cycle at a 2-Hz rate. The principrd bunch cleaning re-
quirement is to prepare a single bunch by removing any
beam that gets captured in all but a single bucket of the 432
possible injector synchrotrons buckets. The bunch clean-
ing method presented here is based on an rf stripline kicker
that is used to deflect the beam vertically into a scraper.
Each kicker stripline is driven by a 250-watt broad-band
(10 kHz-220 MHz) amplifier. The injector synchrotrons
ramps linearly from injection (350 MeV) to extraction (7
GeV) in 223 ms. Bunch cleaning will be done at relatively
low energies starting at the synchrotrons injection energy to
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about 1 GeV so that the kicker amplifier power f$quirement
is minimized.

Originally, injector synchrotrons bunch cleaning was to
be accomplished by driving the rf kicker witi an amplitude
modulated (AM) signat. The choice of AM is motivated by
the fact that the kick must be zero at the bucket containing
the bunch to be injected into the storage ring. The AM
signal has the form,

V(t) = A(rw.)cos((m – v)w.t) (1)

A(nwo) = vosin(~), (2)

where A(nwo) is the amplitude tem WOis the injector syn-
chrotronsrevolution frequency, v = 0.8 is the factional ver-
tical tune, and n, m are integers. The AM voltage wave-
form given by Eq. (1) has ffequency components at the
standard sum and difference frequencies

w+ = {(n *m) ~ V}wo, (3)

which represent revolution harmonic sidebands at the tune
tkequency. Driving at a tune sideband enhances the effec-
tiveness of the kicker because radiation damping is very
small at the synchrotronsinjection energy and so large reso-
nant centroid beam displacements are possible. Ultimately,
the maximum amplitude is limited by the amplitude depen-
dent tune shift due to sextuples and Landau damping in
the injector synchrotrons. The parameter n is chosen so that
the period of the amplitude term given by Eq. (2) is at min-
imum equal to the length of the linac pulse in injector syn-
chrotrons buckets (10 buckets for a 30-ns linac pulse). The
value n = 36 satisfies this requirement so that A(nwo)
has a period of 12 buckets. The parameter m is chosen to
minimize bandwidth, which requires that m = O.

The basic advantage of this system is that it minimizes
the bandwidth required of all system components (hybrids,
splitters, amplifier). The drawbacks, however, include the
fact that any particles injected into buckets that happen to
be at a zero crossing of the amplitude term will not be re-
moved. A remedy to this problem would be to switch the
value of n part way through the bunch cleaning cycle to the
next lower half integer. Another drawback is that buckets
near a zero crossing for A(nwo) receive only a fraction of
the maximum kick. A way to increase the kick applied to
buckets adjacent to a zero crossing would be to use a square
wave for A(nwo) or increase the power output of the am-
plifier. On balance, these drawbacks complicate the im-
plementation of a bunch cleaning system based on an AM
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Figure 2 shows a browser object that we have imple-
mented both as an ActiveX control and as a Java applet.
It is a text area that includes the name of the process vari-
able and its value as an alphanumeric string. It has prop-
erties such as its foreground and background colors, the

Figure 2: An ActiveX control in a Web page. l%e
Java implementation looks just the same.

process variable name and value, whether the name
shows, and whether it is monitoring. It has methods such
as GetValue, PutValue, and AboutBox. It does not, but
could, respond to events. Other objects, such as check
boxes, in the browser page may access our object’s meth-
ods and properties. For example, the text entry for the
name and the push button next to it allow you to change
the process variable name (and connect to the new name).
The Monitor check box allows you to set it to monitor or
not. This interaction between objects is something that
cannot be done in MEDM. Funther, you can put other
sorts of browser things, like links, in the page, so there is
no need for MEDMs Related Display object.

2 ACTIVEX CONTROLS

ActiveX controls are primarily useful in Windows. They
work with Internet Explorer [5] but do not work with Net-
scape [6]. ActiveX controls are written in a language,
such as C, that makes platform-dependent code and which
is not safe. That is. the control can contain code that, for
instance, deletes files on your computer. Internet Ex-
plorer allows you to specify whether you want to run such
controls at all, have it ask before running them, or always
run them without asking. The default is to not run them.
but it is easily changed. These “unsafe” controls are more
relevant to m Intranet than the Internet. Just like MEDM,
which is tilso written in C and can delete tiles on your

computer, you must trust them.

Since our controls must interact with EPICS Channel
Access, which is written in C, they are written in C.
Since C is a strong and well-developed language and is
optimized for a particular platform, this makes them fast
and efficient. Figure 2 shows a Web page handling 100
of our controls, set to have the name not show and at-
tached to process variables that are updating at 10 Hz.
The browser displaying this page is running on a 200-
MHz PC that is connected over an ISDN line through a
PV Gateway. The performance approaches that of
MEDM. Note that the menu controls labeled “Change”

Figure 3: A Web page with 100 ActiveX
controls, each updating at 10 Hz.

are ActiveX controls that come with Internet Explorer.
They change the scan rate for various blocks of the page
by communicating with the ActiveX controls that access
the appropriate SCAN process variables (the ones mostly
displaying Passive, which are overridden by the global
control with the red foreground.).

3 JAVA APPLETS

One of the primary benefits of Java is that it is platform
independent. Java applets work in most browsers and on
most platforms, while ActiveX controls work on Win-
dows and require Internet Explorer. It is difficult to use
them on UNIX. We have made a Java applet that looks
like and has the same fimctionality as the ActiveX one. It
has the same methods and properties and works the same
way. The Web page looks essential! y the same.

One problem that arises is that Java security is different
than ActiveX security. Java applets running in a browser
have a “sandbox” in which they must operate. One of the
rules is that they may not access files or sockets on your
machine. This makes them safe. They are allowed to
access tiles and sockets on the server machine, the one
that served the Web page and the applet. (What the server
lets its applets do is their problem and is not a security
issue for you. )



A second problem is that EPICS Channel Access is
written in C, not Java. Java does provide a means, JNI,
for using native languages, such as C, with Java. The
result is not “Pure Java” and it is not platform independ-
ent. Moreover, one of the sandbox rules is that applets
cannot run JNI code on your machine. We are stuck with
the facts that we must use JNI in order to use Channel
Access and that we cannot use it in the applet.

Consequently, we need to serve the applet horn an
HTTP server and provide a Channel-Access server to talk
to the control system. The arrangement is shown in Fig.
4. For ActiveX, the controls can live on the workstation
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Figure 4: Diagrams showing how the ActiveX con-
trols and Java applets each interact with the network.
Owing to security considerations for Java, the Java
interaction is more complicated.

and talk directly to the EPICS input/output controller
(IOC). For Java, they must live on the HTTP server and
talk through sockets to the Channel-Access server on the
same machine as the HTTP server. The Channel-Access
server then talks to the IOC. On the positive side, Java is
strong in network capabilities, and it is relatively easy to
write the Channel-Access server in Java and to have the
applet communicate with it.

To the user in his browser, the two controls appear to
operate the same - up to a point. The performance of
Java is slower than that of C, and, to date, we have not
found it possible to make a high-performance page, such
as the one in Fig. 3, work well for Java. Less ambitious
pages work fine. The primary advantage of Java is that
the applets can be used in Netscape and consequently on
UNIX.

It should be noted that there are means to overcome the
security restrictions for Java applets in a browser. Also,
you can run ActiveX controls in UNIX and in Netscape.
What we have described are the resrnctions when doing
things the normal way.

4 AGENT APPLICATIONS

Microsoft Agent is a set of software services that supports
the presentation of software agents as animated. interac-

tive personalities. It is a glorification of the Office As-
sistant found in Microsoft Office [7]. It will work either
from a browser page or as an application. Like with the
browser, most of the programming has been done for you.
You just have to implement the little bh you need.
Among the capabilities provided for you are voice recog-
nition and speech synthesis. Figure 5 shows the agent, in
the form of a genie, getting the value of a process variable
from the control system. To get him to do this, you would
say something like “Genie, get me a process variable,”
then enter the name in a dialog box he gives you. He
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Figure 5: Agent getting a process variable.

speaks the words in the balloons as well as displaying
them. (The dialog box is used because he is not yet up to
recognizing the abstruse types of names typically used for
process variables, though he does pretty well at pro-
nouncing them.) We are truly at the point where we can
demonstrably and feasibly converse with the control sys-
tem and say things like, “Accelerator, correct the orbit,”
or “Telescope, move twenty degrees to the East,” as fic-
tionally happened some time ago with Hal in 2001 and
happens regularly on Star Trek.
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